
 

 

 

 

Lipson Vale Primary School 

 

 

 

Dear Parents,  

 

I was delighted with the enthusiastic response and the positive participation in our music instrumental trial 

lessons.  All the teachers reported a really positive, motivated attendance and are really excited at the prospect 

of welcoming many more musicians to Lipson.  

 

 

If you have decided that your child will proceed with lessons, the order is now required to be made.  

Please could you  complete the form at the end of this letter, ensuring you are clear about the instrument your 

child will be learning?   We do have limited places so it will be vital to make the application for the term’s 

lessons as soon as possible.   Please make the order before the end of this term, to ensure your child's lessons 

are booked.  Once the order is made, the payment can be made at the beginning of next term to the teacher. 

Details are below.  

 

 

I have regular contact with all the music teachers; continued links are made between the children’s lesson and 

their participation in assemblies, orchestra, concerts and performances.   The importance of attending all 

lessons, as well as consistent and regular practice, cannot be overstated and is fundamental to positive progress 

in your child’s confidence and musical skill.   Your child will be encouraged and supported through their 

musical journey but please support and discuss your child’s lessons with them and aim to understand what the 

practice requirements are for that week. Timetables and notifications of lessons will be sent to you in 

September.  

 

The costs of the piano and key board lessons will be as follows:  
£50.00 per term,  there will be 10 lessons each term.   Mrs Petya Halse, the piano teacher,  will invoice you and 
payment will be made directly to her when the lessons  begin in September.  
( Lessons will be shared, however individual lessons can be booked there will be an increase in the price for this 
arrangement:  £ 90.00 ) 
 
 Please note that half a term's notice will be required to terminate the lessons.  
 

I am looking forward to welcoming many new musicians to our school. The commitment, resilience and 

determination required to play an instrument are in themselves learning skills which will support your child 

across a range of aspects of their learning.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Mrs C. Fice  (Music Coordinator) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

FORM B: for beginning Piano and Keyboard instrumental lessons – Autumn Term 2022 

 

Child’s name…………………………… Class………………………………….would like to begin ___________ 

 

instrumental lessons. (Please make your selection   Piano / Keyboard ,   Shared lessons/ individual lessons ) 

 

Signed___________________________________  Date___________________ 

 



 


